5th Replenishment – highlights of the campaign

Tokyo Conference on UHC & Preparatory Meeting for GF replenishment

(RE) 10th Anniversary at WEF-Davos

EC pledges EUR 470m (27% increase)

New Zealand returns as donor with $1m pledge

Luxemburg announces $8m pledge

Japan pledges $800m (47% increase in Yen terms)

France pledges EUR1.08bn

Canada announces pledge of CAD 785m (20% increase) and hosting of Pledging Conference in Montreal

High-level event in Rome & announcement of Italy’s EUR130m pledge (30% increase)

(RE) launches partnership with Vespa

US announces pledge of up to $4.3bn, $1 to $2 match of other donor contributions until Sept 2017

Kenya announces $5m pledge at TICAD

Montréal High-level summit and GF Replenishment Launch / Pledging Conference

Montreal High-level summit and GF Replenishment Launch / Pledging Conference
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$500 million to fight AIDS by 2019